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Abstract
In recent years supervised representation learning has provided state of the art or
close to the state of the art results in semantic analysis tasks including ranking
and information retrieval. The core idea is to learn how to embed items into a
latent space such that they optimize a supervised objective in that latent space.
The dimensions of the latent space have no clear semantics, and this reduces the
interpretability of the system. For example, in personalization models, it is hard to
explain why a particular item is ranked high for a given user profile. We propose
a novel model of representation learning called Supervised Explicit Semantic
Analysis (SESA) that is trained in a supervised fashion to embed items to a set of
dimensions with explicit semantics. The model learns to compare two objects by
representing them in this explicit space, where each dimension corresponds to a
concept from a knowledge base. This work extends Explicit Semantic Analysis
(ESA) [8] with a supervised model for ranking problems. We apply this model
to the task of Job-Profile relevance in LinkedIn in which a set of skills defines
our explicit dimensions of the space. Every profile and job are encoded to this
set of skills their similarity is calculated in this space. We use RNNs to embed
text input into this space. In addition to interpretability, our model makes use of
the web-scale collaborative skills data that is provided by users for each LinkedIn
profile. Our model provides state of the art result while it remains interpretable.
1 Introduction and related work
Feature selection is one of the most cumbersome tasks in creating a machine learning system.
Representation learning tries to automate this task by creating numerical vectors that best reflect
the semantics of the objects for a given task. These vectors can then be fed to machine learning
algorithms. Most methods for obtaining vector representations of words and documents rely on
the distributional hypothesis which states that words in similar contexts have similar meanings [9].
Early methods were mostly count-based, i.e. relied on term frequencies in different contexts as the
representation of meaning. One of the earliest and most known examples is the TF-IDF vector space
model [16] that normalizes the term frequencies by inverted document frequencies to reduce the
weights of the terms that frequently appear in all documents. The main shortcoming of the TF-IDF
model is the assumption of independence among dimensions (words); words have different types and
degrees of relationships among each other and the independence assumption is too simplistic for this
case. Latent space methods were proposed to address this issue. For example, another count-based
technique for inferring vector representations is Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [6], that also starts
with a high-dimensional term-frequency matrix and maps it to a latent low-dimensional space by
applying Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). Other methods include a probabilistic version of
latent semantic analysis [11] and Latent Dirichlet Allocation [4]. More recently, the predictive
methods for modeling semantics have gained popularity. These methods treat the task of mapping
a word to a meaningful vector as a predictive machine learning task instead of relying on word
counts. For instance, the Continuous Bag of Words and the Skip-gram models [15] of the widely
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Representation Learning Algorithms
Supervised/Unsupervised Interpretable Uninterpretable
Unsupervised TF-IDF [16] LSA [6], PLSA [11]ESA [8] LDA [4], word2vec [15]
Supervised SESA DSSM [12, 18, 17]PSI [2]
Table 1: Representation learning algorithms
used word2vec tool. These predictive methods have been shown to beat the count-based ones in
most Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks [3]. The word2vec models were extended to learn
document representations [13]. In contrast to words in TF-IDF model, the dimensions of these latent
space models have no clear meaning, resulting sometimes in hard to interpret results and difficult to
introspect machine learned systems. Interpretability of the machine learning methods has become an
issue, as many applications concern not only about the prediction being correct but also about the
reasons that decision has been made [14].
Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) [8] tries to address this issue. It represents words as vectors in
which each dimension corresponds to a knowledge base entity that is usually a Wikipedia article.
It builds an inverted index of word frequencies in Wikipedia pages; each word is represented as a
vector of the size of Wikipedia articles, such that the weight of each dimension is the word frequency
in the corresponding Wikipedia article. To get a representation of a document, one can average the
representations of all the words in that document.
All the above representation learning methods are unsupervised, and while providing us with a
generic representation of the objects, they usually need to be optimized for a specific task. In recent
years many supervised representation learning models were proposed for relevance, ranking and
information retrieval tasks. Polynomial Semantic Indexing (PSI) can be viewed as a supervised
version of LSA that is trained for ranking [2]. Similarly, in [20] images and words are embedded
to a same latent space for image tagging task. Deep Semantic Similarity Model (DSSM) has been
used in information retrieval and web search ranking, and also ad selection/relevance, contextual
entity search, and interestingness tasks [12, 18, 17]. These supervised representation learning models
provide state of the art for ranking and relevance tasks, but remain uninterpretable. We propose an
interpretable alternative for supervised representation learning for ranking and relevance tasks by
extending ESA algorithm.
Table 1 categorizes the representation learning algorithms regarding supervision signal they use and
their interpretability. The rest of this paper describes SESA more in detail and presents ongoing
experiments on the job-profile relevance task.
2 SESA: Supervised Explicit Semantic Analysis
SESA represents objects in a space where each dimension has a human interpretable semantics. The
model consists of the following components: (1) encoder, that maps an object to a latent space;
(2) knowledge base, that provides the explicit categories; (3) projector, that projects the latent
representations to the explicit space; (4) similarity scorer, that estimates the similarity between
objects in the explicit space. To train parameters of our model we also need labeled data and a loss
function. We describe the components more in detail in the remainder of this section.
2.1 Encoder
The encoder maps an object to a latent space. This could be any function, but in this work, we are
particularly interested in neural encoders. A typical encoder for text is a recurrent neural network
(RNN), such as Long Short Term Memory network [10] or Gated Recurrent Network [5] that have
been widely used as encoders in various areas including machine translation [5, 1, 7] and sentiment
analysis [19]. Also, encoders can be stacked to create a new encoder.
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2.2 Knowledge Base
A knowledge base provides the explicit categories that will serve as dimensions of the explicit
semantic space. This can be a simple list of semantic categories rather than a knowledge base in a
strict sense. ESA uses Wikipedia as a knowledge base; every document is represented as a vector
where each dimension represents the strength of association with a particular Wikipedia entity. In
this paper we use the set of skills entered by users in Linkedin as the knowledge base; User profiles
and jobs can be described in this space.
2.3 Projector
The projector projects the resulting latent representation into the explicit semantic space. We can use
a simple linear projector to map the latent vector into the explicit semantic space.
Let’s assume x shows an object’s features, the implicit representation of x is given by the encoder:
eimpl = fenc(x) (1)
and the projector maps the implicit representation to the explicit space:
eexpl = fproj(eimpl) (2)
The simplest projector is a linear projector:
eexpl =Wx (3)
whereW is a m× n weight matrix, where m is the dimension of the encoder’s output and n is the
number of explicit categories.
2.4 Similarity Scorer
The similarity scorer estimates the similarity between objects in the explicit semantic space.1 As the
burden of learning lies on the encoder and the projector, there is no need in complicated similarity
scoring, but one could also think of trainable similarity functions. We suggest using a dot product or
a cosine similarity.
3 SESA for Job Relevance Task
We evaluate SESA on the task of predicting job relevance. Given a LinkedIn profile and a LinkedIn
job description, the task is to predict if the person is interested in applying for this job. As a knowledge
base, we use the LinkedIn’s skills. This set consists of skills that were entered by LinkedIn users for
each profile. The intuition behind using SESA for the task of job-profile relevance is that every job
has requirements, most of which could be expressed in terms of skills. For example,
"We are looking for talented Data Engineers with a strong programming skills and knowledge of
neural networks capable of rapid application development within an Agile environment" would likely
require
software engineering, machine learning, deep learning and Agile methodologies and would not
require budget control or online merchandising.
A person possessing most or all of these skills is likely to be a good match for this position, and vice
versa, a person that does not possess the skills required for a job, is not likely to be a good match.
Our approach is illustrated in Figure 1. We use an RNN encoder to map the job description to its
latent representation and then project it to the explicit skills space. As the members’ profiles are
already tagged with skills, we just take those skills from the profiles. In other words, the encoder and
projector in the member’s side only extract the skills from the profile. Then we estimate the similarity
between the explicit representations of the job and the profile.
1The scorer can also take into account the latent representations and even external features, but this is
orthogonal to the contribution of this paper.
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Figure 1: Illustration of SESA for job relevance. The profiles are represented in the explicit semantic
space where each dimension represents a skill. The job descriptions are encoded with an LSTM and
then projected to the explicit semantic space. A dot product between the explicit representations is
used to predict relevance.
4 Experimental Setup
We use a dataset of 36 million job-profile pairs, the pairs are labeled as positive if the person has
applied for a job, and as negative if the person has viewed the job but did not apply. There are only
270K positive examples in the dataset. 65% of the dataset is used for training, 5% for validation and
30% for testing. We only consider the skills that appear at least one thousand time in the training
set; the final set of skills contains 35K different skills. We use logistic regression and gradient
boosting baselines using common meta-information as the features. The features can be divided into
three categories: (1) job-only features: location, company size, seniority and required skills; (2)
profile-only features: location, current company, current industry, gender, seniority; (3) job-profile
similarity features: cosine similarity and Jaccard similarity between tf-idf representation of all job
information and all profile information.
There are 182 different features in total.
We assume that a job description can be mapped to a set of skills required for this job. To do this, we
use an LSTM encoder. As we use the LSTM encoder, we can either use the last output vector of the
RNN as the latent representation, or we can average all outputs. Our preliminary experiments have
shown that averaging the outputs provides better results on the validation set. Therefore, we use this
encoding strategy in the experiments we report. We use MSE loss function to train our model.
4.1 Hyperparameters and Training
We use an LSTM encoder with 100 units. The word embeddings are pre-trained using the skip-gram
model [15] on Wikipedia and LinkedIn news and job descriptions; the dimensionality is set to 200.
The network is trained with stochastic gradient descent by minimizing mean squared error on the
training set. We use L2 regularization with regularization rate of 10−7. The batch size is set to
1000. We use early stopping on the validation set: the model is evaluated on the validation set every
500 iterations and the training is stopped if there is no improvement on the validation set for 20
consecutive iterations. The model is implemented with tensorflow.2 Logistic regression baseline is
implemented using Photon Machine Learning framework.3 It was trained for 100 iterations with
regularization rate of 0.1. Gradient boosting baseline is implemented with XGBoost library,4 the
hyperparameters are tuned on the validation set. We report the results with the maximal depth of 5,
the learning rate of 0.1 and γ of 0.1.
2https://www.tensorflow.org/
3https://github.com/linkedin/photon-ml
4http://xgboost.readthedocs.io/
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Model AUC
SESA (Random word embeddings) 0.82
SESA (Pretrained word embeddings) 0.86
Logistic Regression 0.78
Gradient Boosting (500 trees) 0.85
Gradient Boosting (1000 trees) 0.86
Table 2: The AUC of the SESA with an LSTM encoder and a linear projector versus the baseline
feature-based systems.
5 Results
We use the area under the curve (AUC) of the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve as the
evaluation metric. Table 2 compares the performance of the SESA model with the baseline systems.
We test the models that perform the best on the validation set. We compare the performance of SESA
when using randomly initialized word embeddings versus the pretrained embeddings. SESA with
pretrained word embeddings achieves good results outperforming most baselines and performing at
the level of gradient boosting while (1) avoiding feature engineering; (2) being interpretable and (3)
providing re-usable by-products that we describe in the following section.
5.1 SESA by-products
Training the SESA for job-profile relevance task provides two main by-products: (1) skills embed-
dings; and (2) job2skill tagger.
Skills Embeddings The matrix W (see Equation 3) can be viewed as the matrix of skills embed-
dings. In these embeddings, the skills which behave similarly in the job-profile matching task are
closer vectors. This gives us different embeddings than other unsupervised word embeddings since
the embeddings are optimized for this supervised task. Further qualitative analysis of the differences
is an ongoing work.
Job2skill Tagger The second by-product is a job2skill tagger that tags a job description with skills.
This job2skill tagger needs to be tailored further to be used as a standalone tagger. The output of
job2skill is a real vector in the space of skills in which if a skill is irrelevant can have a negative
score. The training set is highly unbalanced (more than 99% are negative examples) and therefore
the model mostly learns negative correlation of the skills for jobs. The negative skills are useful for
the relevance prediction task, but are not the main interest of the job2skill tagger. Also, some skills
are not frequent enough in the positive pairs of the dataset, and the model can not learn much about
them. However, this trained model can be used as an initialization and be tuned further to create a
standalone job2skill tagger. This tagger has the advantage of exploiting a large scale skills and click
data in comparison to a tagger trained on a handcrafted skill tagging dataset.
Table 3 presents an example of the job2skill output for the job description of a software engineering
intern. While the SESA by-product inferred many positive skills correctly, it also inferred several
non-relevant frequent skills, i.e. treasury management and financial services.
6 Conclusions and Future Work
We presented SESA, a novel model of representation learning. This model is trained in a supervised
manner to embed objects into an explicit space with interpretable dimensions. We presented ongoing
experiments on job-profile relevance with SESA where we represent both the job and the profile in
a semantic space where each dimension corresponds to a particular skill in Linkedin. In this case,
the model also has two reusable by-products: skills embeddings and skills tagger for jobs, their
effectiveness should be experimented in the downstream tasks. Besides, the model made use of a
large-scale collaborative skill dataset entered by LinkedIn users.
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Job Title: Software Engineer Internship
Job Description: The ideal candidate will be excited for the challenge to transform and
think critically on many computer science disciplines including product design, usability,
building APIs and user-centric online applications, business logic, scaling performance,
and 24x7 reliability (...)
Positive Skills: python, c, programming, Amazon RDS, IOS development,
treasury management, financial services
Negative Skills: counterintelligence, e-commerce consulting, yoga,
scuba diving
Table 3: Example positive and negative skills inferred by the SESA model, i.e. with highly positive
and highly negative association scores in the explicit space.
In the future we plan to experiment and improve SESA by-products. Also, we plan to evaluate SESA
on other ranking and relevance tasks plus considering various other ranking loss functions that are
studied in the literature. Finally, it is straightforward to extend the model with implicit representations
in addition to the explicit ones to capture semantics beyond the explicit categories, which will make
the model more robust to incomplete knowledge bases and noise.
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